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"Only a million men can save us now" - Vanzetti, Aug. 1927
Where National Guard Was Used Against Strikers

- Represents use of the National Guard against strikers in Democratic States during 1933.
- Represents use of the guard in Democratic States during 1934.
- Represents use of the guard in Democratic States during 1935.
- Represents use of National Guard in Republican States during 1933.
- Represents the use of National Guard against strikers in Farmer-Labor Minnesota during 1933-34-35. (Once used to guard strikers against violence).
- Progressive Wisconsin—1934.
VIOLENCE AND STEEL

Both sides of the struggle in steel have made their determined positions very clear. The Steel Trust, through its fancy "Institute" has announced it is ready to spend five million dollars to prevent the organization of the workers in the steel industry. The C.I.O. (Committee for Industrial Organization) has its organizers hard at work in the field—organizing them. John L. Lewis, who heads that committee, has made it clear to the whole nation, that any "violence" which will result from this clash of wills and determination will come from one side and one side only—from the side of the Steel Trust.

On other pages of this issue, our readers will find glaring and uncontrollable proof of that statement, gathered from the records made by the steel trust in 1892 and in 1919—the two previous periods in which efforts were made to organize steel.

The facts speak for themselves. The finger of guilt is clearly pointed. The National Executive Committee of the International Labor Defense pledges to give all possible support to the workers in the steel industry now exercising one of the hard won constitutional rights of labor—the right to organize. The I.L.D. stands ready to help them defend this right as it has always defended the rights of all workers in all industries faced by terror, re-action and oppression from the courts and the police. The I.L.D. assures the steel workers that they have this right, that they cannot legally be deprived of it and that the entire organization is ready to do all it can, just as it did in response to the request of the Camden RCA strikers, the Harlan miners, the California agricultural workers, Gastonia textile workers, and hundreds of other trade unions, for aid and support.

SCOTTSBORO WINS HONORS

Walter H. Pollak, brilliant constitutional attorney, twice retained by the International Labor Defense to take the Scottsboro appeals to the United States Supreme Court, has just had a unique honor conferred upon him.

Harvard University has elected him to the Phi Beta Kappa Society, the highest scholastic honor in American universities, specifically for his brilliant work in the Scottsboro case!

This is probably the first time in history that a lawyer in a labor defense case has received that kind of recognition for his work. The Scottsboro case has certainly become a chapter in American history and the I.L.D. is proud of the part it played in writing those pages. The final sentences are yet to be written and every possible support must be given to the united Scottsboro Defense Committees,—North, East, West and now finally we are able to say South—to make the ending of the chapter a happy one.

NATIONAL SUPPORT FOR SACRAMENTO

The Sacramento cases are about to be placed on appeal before California's high court. Leo Gallagher has already filed a writ of prejudice with the Appellate Court based on its recent vicious decision in the Modesto dynamiting cases (see page 18). But nation wide action in support of these eight young people deprived of their liberty by the anti-labor criminal syndicalist law has not yet reached the necessary proportions. The American Civil Liberties Union board has voted $200 towards the legal defense of these cases. What other national organizations will follow suit? Large sums of money are needed to fight the courts of Hearst's home state. The ranks of the splendid united front against the C. S. law in California need the solidarity and support of the rest of the country to spur them on. And eight young men and women, look to those of us on the outside, to help fight for their freedom. Support the Sacramento defense.

BACK TO WORK

On August 15, with renewed energy and intensified activity the campaign to save Herndon from the chain-gang and win his complete freedom, will be re-opened simultaneously in every part of the country. The fight to free Herndon has never stopped since the moment he was arrested in Atlanta during the summer of 1932. It has reached new heights with every advancing stage of the battle, ending each time in partial victory—his release on $15,000 cash bail in August 1934; his release on $8,000 bail in December 1935 when Judge Hugh M. Dorey was forced to declare the outworn "insurrection" law unconstitutional.

It must now reach greater heights than even before, because this last stage must end in complete victory. The case is once more going to the Supreme Court of the United States. But in the famous words of Eugene Victor Debs, it must now go to the Supreme Court of the People.

The International Labor Defense and the Joint Committee to Aid the Herndon Defense—a united front body whose activities in the fall of 1935 helped secure over one million signatures to the Herndon petition, helped mobilize nation wide protest and secure the necessary funds, helped save Herndon from the chain-gang—have geared the machinery for the finish fight.

The 2,000,000 signature campaign must be completed. There are still some three quarters of a million signatures to be secured. A defense fund of $5,000 must be raised before October. Protest postcards, to be released around the 15th, must be mailed in hundreds of thousands. The whole nation wide sentiment for the freedom of Angelo Herndon and the abolition of the unconstitutional "insurrection" law must be crystallized into united action. The 55th national convention of the A. F. of L. went on record for the abolition of that law. Every local union in the country can be mobilized behind this drive. Congressmen, mayors, city officials, educators, writers and hundreds of thousands of working people have already signed their names for Herndon's freedom—have shown that his case has the widest possible support. It is that support which is needed now as it never was before. Let us get back to work—for Herndon's life and freedom.

MILK FUND

The 1936 Milk Drive for the children of labor's prisoners is now on its last lap. Since June 1, $2,500 has been contributed by organizations, trade unions, I.L.D. branches and hundreds of individuals. The National Executive Committee extends to these friends and supporters its warmest thanks in the name of the prisoners and their families. The goal is $5,000. How far over the top can we get?
SEE AMERICA FIRST!

Transcontinental notes from our Pacific Coast Editor who has just completed a tour across the country, interviewing Governors, L.L.D. organizers, labor leaders and labor's prisoners.

By CHESTER A. ARTHUR, Jr.

In Atlanta I called on the Governor of Georgia in his office in the State Capitol. I asked him whether he was aware that throughout the civilized world he was known as "His Chain-Gang Excellency." He seemed to take the nickname as a great compliment, saying that all the states of the Union should have chain gangs to keep down crime and radicalism. He invited me to dine with him that night at the Executive Mansion. A Baptist supporter by the name of Brother Dike had also been invited who assured me before the Governor that there had been only five great men in American history—Washington, Jackson, Wilson, Bryant and 'Gene Talmadge! The Governor seemed to agree with him quite cordially. We got talking about modern literature, and the Governor threw over a book from the pile at his elbow which he said unequivocally was the only worth-while piece of modern literature that he knew of. I looked at it. It was Hitler's "My Struggle."

In introducing me to Mrs. Talmadge, the Governor mentioned that I had recently called at the White House. (Unfortunately, it is contrary to the rules to quote the President of the United States in a private interview.) The First Lady of Georgia looked at me distastefully and remarked that she did not see how a gentleman could frequent a house in which they received Negroes and criminals.

Some of the more liberal professors at the University of Alabama assured me that the Governor of that state, though not so frank about it, was equally Fascist in his belief. Far more dangerously so, in fact, because of his greater subtlety. He has been able to effect what none of his predecessors have been able to—a united front between the great landowners and the great industrialists of the Birmingham coal and iron districts. These were formerly very much at odds, the planters resenting the power of the steel barons whom they felt to be usurpers and interlopers.

I was not allowed to see the Scottsboro boys, the excuse being that too many Northern mediators have put radical ideas into their heads. I was taken around the slums of Birmingham by an L.L.D. organizer. Certainly I could see no difference in the abject poverty and squalor in which both whites and blacks are forced to live in that most depressing of all American cities. The bravery of the L.L.D. workers there, as in all the Southern cities I visited, cannot be too highly praised. The ruling class has now stopped any imitation of legality in prosecuting those who are working for the toiling masses. They are tired of having cases brought up into the higher courts with the danger of the Supreme Court looming at the end. Bands of armed men simply lock up the Left Wing worker wherever he happens to be—on the street or, in his home or anywhere—and "take him for a ride." Unless one imagines oneself in the Dark Ages it is difficult to envisage the terror under which any sort of liberating effort is conducted south of the Mason and Dixon Line. If I had not seen it with my own eyes I myself should find it difficult to believe.

In Memphis I met Josephine Johnson and Joe Jones, who had just been arrested across the river in Arkansas merely for gathering material for a book about the Share-croppers' strike. I tried to see something of this strike myself. I made my way to Little Rock, but the planters' organizations are too cleverly stationed along the roads. During a short interview with Governor Futrell, I asked him what he thought of the Rust brothers' invention and its effect on the economy of the South. He answered flippantly that all machines were the work of the Devil and that if he had any control over the United States he would see to it that no more inventions would be allowed.

Here in California, the struggle between the owners and the workers seems to be more bitter because in a way more equal than in most other states. The International Longshoremen's Association has, for instance, in Harry Bridges one of the greatest labor leaders in the country. I spent much time with him inspecting the waterfront and also the strikes in the warehouses behind the waterfront.

One of the most encouraging single achievements of the Maritime Federation is the formation on the water-front of the Union Recreation Center. A whole building has been leased for seven years, the owners re-doing the premises and installing a great gymnasium in which there is a basketball court, handball court, regulation ring for boxing and wrestling, punching bags, etc. A steam room, showers and lockers enable the men who have been handling ill-smelling cargo to clean up before going home on the street cars. I cannot sufficiently praise the whole spirit engendered by this Center. It is the first of its kind in the

(Continued on Page 19)
Save HERNDON from the fate of SACCO and VANZETTI!

Georgia's officials are preparing Herndon's chain-gang death. His friends—friends of liberty and justice—must prepare his defense.

ANGELO HERNDON

When the United States Supreme Court meets again in October, it will have before it for the second time the appeal in the case of Angelo Herndon.

The last time, the court majority decided that it could not even consider the case, because of technicalities. This time those technicalities (which the minority of the court did not agree stood in the way at all) have been swept aside.

The I.L.D., through Whitney North Seymour, its attorney in the Herndon appeals, sought Herndon's freedom on a writ of habeas corpus. The world knows, and millions remember the rejoicing when that writ was granted by the county court in Atlanta.

But the State of Georgia wants Angelo Herndon, and would not let him go so easily. They want him to die on the chain-gang, because he is black, and because he is a Communist, and because he stands for the rights of workers to organize into trade-unions, political parties, or any other organization of their choice. The State of Georgia took a step that was almost unprecedented in a labor case. It appealed the case to the State Supreme Court.

A month ago, that court handed down a decision which said in effect that because Herndon is a Communist, and believes in the equality of Negro and white, and in the right of trade-unions to organize, the constitutional guarantees of free speech, free press, and free assembly did not apply to him.

The I.L.D., again with Mr. Seymour, is appealing the case to the United States Supreme Court. Herndon is meanwhile out on bail.

(See leading editorial on Page 3 of this month's LABOR DEFENDER.)
PRES. U. S. GRANT'S KIN IN A NAZI DUNGEON

Lawrence Simpson's father tells the story of his son's life—the story of a typical American youngster.

By JOHN GIBBONS SIMPSON

I want to speak to the readers of the LABOR DEFENDER regarding the outrage against my son Lawrence B. Simpson who is now in the hands of the Nazi police. He was arrested by German Storm Troopers aboard the American S.S. Manhattan while it was docked at Hamburg, Germany on June 28, 1935. They charged him with anti-fascist activities and he has now been held in prison for more than one year without trial. During this time these charges have been changed to smuggling money out of German territory and later this smuggling money charge was changed to espionage and now Mr. Dunn of the State Department in Washington informs me that this has been changed too.

Some of the several reasons why I call these charges false and malicious are the fact that he has never been in trouble of any kind before. He was raised in a good American home, brought up where work and thrift were made equally essential with social and educational activities. He was brought up with two brothers, a little older than he, who are now prominent and highly respected business men in their community.

Lawrence was always energetic and at work when not at school. He graduated from Kirkland High School in the state of Washington and also had two terms at the State Agricul-

atural College in Pullman, Washington. When he was getting out of high school his older brother was on his way overseas with the 91st

OCTAVIAN COLON

Anna Damon, acting national secretary of the I.L.D. (left) led a delegation of Anti-Nazi groups to Washington immediately after Simpson's arrest last summer.

Below: Der Fuehrer in all his glory. He has ordered Lawrence Simpson's trial before the "People's" (Murder) Court for July 28.

Mr. James Clement Dunn of the Western European Affairs Division of the State Department. I was brought East from my home in Seattle by the International Labor Defense which has worked ever since his arrest, to free my son. They have my power of attorney in his case, and I have complete confidence that they will do everything they can for him. I asked Mr. Dunn to guarantee me that this government was back of my son over there to give him its protection. We are entitled to the protection of our government. I also told Mr. Dunn that Lawrence has an older brother here in this country who went across the sea and fought in our army for three years to help make this country safe for the balance of it to live in and I expected this country to protect my son over there.

My son couldn't possibly be guilty of any offense against the German state and not matter what reason they may have for trying to frame him, I insist they are responsible for his life and safety.

A Mother's Song

They dug a hole to hide you In that god-forsaken place, And to hide their crime, they threw A bit of quick lime on your face. Oh, they bravely came and told me, You'd committed suicide; Tried to cover up their murder; Oh, how well I knew they lied!

Yet, they took you from me, Victor, And they think they're getting by; But your battle's taken up, son, There are war clouds in the sky; And who knows that those same devils Won't be some day in a cell? And I wonder how they'll like it Just a rotatin' down in hell.

Written by MRS. EDDA HILL, mother of Victor Barron, who was murdered in Brazil.

To Demand Action
For the Safe Release a Return of Lawrence Simpson

TO STATE HILL

DELEGATION TO S.C. OF STATE HILL

TO DEMAND ACTION
FOR THE SAFE RELEASE A RETURN OF

LAWRENCE SIMPSON
Anna Damon, acting national secretary of the I.L.D. (left) led a delegation of Anti-Nazi groups to Washington immediately after Simpson's arrest last Summer.

DELEGATION TO
S.C. OF STATE HULL
TO DEMAND ACTION
FOR THE SAFE RELEASE & RETURN OF
LAWRENCE SIMPSON
Is it TRUE what they SAY about DIXIE?

They flog women in Arkansas. They murder strikers. They hate unions. One of their victims tells her own story.

By WILLIE SUE BLAGDEN

On June 8th, in Earle, Ark., during the strike of the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union, a Union meeting was broken up with the use of violence by planters and their aides. Over a dozen persons were brutally attacked. Frank Weems has not been seen by his family or his friends since his motionless body was moved from the field where the attack occurred into a nearby store. It was reported that his body had been taken to the poor farm, the following day and moved from there late that afternoon.

There are those who say that they saw Frank Weems dead. When the Union was notified that a brother had been killed in the breaking up of a Union meeting a funeral was planned. Then came the report that Weems was not dead. Before holding the funeral the Southern Tenant Farmer's Union asked Rev. Claude Williams, Roy Morelock and myself to go over to Earle to find out if we could whether or not Weems was dead.

Let me say here, however, that funerals, or rather memorial services (particularly for Negros), are frequently held in the south when the body of the deceased cannot be produced. It is the open secret and the open shame of the south that no investigations are made, as a rule, if a Negro is missing, and foul play is suspected. Death certificates for Negros are easily overlooked in the Cotton Belt.

First we wanted to talk with Mrs. Weems, and Roy Morelock knew how to find out where she was living.

Rev. Williams and I were waiting for Roy when six well-dressed men drove up in a car, stopped just across from where we were parked. They walked over to us, demanded to know who we were, why we were there, whom we wanted to see, etc. Unsatisfied with our answers they ordered Williams, who was driving, to drive straight ahead, out Highway 75 until we came to a dirt turnoff over a wooden bridge that spanned a deep ravine. We turned left, and stopped out of sight of the road on the edge of a soybean field. One of the men drove ahead to a barn and came back with the piece of harness about 18 inches long, and four inches wide which was used to flog us.

There is no need of describing here the awful sense of helplessness and rage one feels in such a situation.

These men, obviously planters and their friends, searched the car for "literature" we were supposed to have brought with us. They would not believe that we had come there to find out if Frank Weems were dead. Their attitude was insulting.

After searching the car and finding only a ministers' license, some personal papers belonging to Rev. Williams, and some material relative to the Arkansas Federation of Teachers, and the Religion and Labor Foundation which they called a "blind" the southern Gentlemen took Williams "down to the river to make him tell the truth."

A woman has some advantages of courtesy still in the south, even in a flogging. When I refused to lie on the ground they did not force me to as they did Williams, therefore the blows lost some of their power to tear my flesh.

Believing, according to the Declaration of Independence, and the Bill of Rights that "all men are created free and equal" I could not accept the demands of this lawless gang. I was in their hands and it was evident that they had no mercy, but I would not answer some of their insulting questions. When I did answer they called me a liar.

Rev. Williams received fourteen lashes of the strap. I was dealt four.

Now Sheriff Curlin tells Governor Futrell that Frank Weems is alive. Neither the living man nor his body has been produced. Governor Futrell says, "Ninety-five per cent of what is being said through the press about the mistreatment of people in Arkansas is false propaganda. . . ." He also says, "I predict that nothing shocking or startling will develop from the investigation now being made by the Department of Justice."

But the Earle Enterprise, local newspaper admits in an editorial that, while there is some difference of opinion as to whether or not a woman should be whipped, since the flogging, foreign agitators are as scare as the proverbial hen's teeth!

The average yearly income of a sharecropper family is according to an investigation made under the direction of Dr. Wm. R. Amberson in 1934 of Memphis about $262.60. This is earned by the labor of the entire family, even the little children. And this does not represent cash in the hands of the sharecropper, it represents credit at the plantation commissary where prices are always higher than at neighboring stores, and includes an additional "carrying charges" which is supposed to be 10%, but which has been found to be in some cases 25% of the account.

The demands of the Southern Tenant Farmers' union during the recent strike were: a ten hour day (instead of twelve to sixteen), $1.50 per day (instead of 75c) for laborers, $2.50 for truck drivers, Union agreement, no discrimination against Union members.

(Continued on Page 19)

* Letters, July 6th.

These 4 girls were flogged and had their heads shaven by a night riding gang in North Carolina.
Bartolomeo Vanzetti -- Nicola Sacco
"WITH the EYES of MY SOUL"

A tribute to Nicola Sacco and Bartholomeo Vanzetti, the "poor fish-peddler" and the "good shoemaker" who were legally murdered on August 22, 1927. They have not died in vain.

By JOSEPH FREEMAN

A friend of mine, a well-known American journalist, tells me how he once stopped a ten-year-old bootblack on the streets of Tiflis for a shine. The boy whipped out his rag, knelt down on the sidewalk, began to rub the shoe-tips briskly. Suddenly he looked up, his face shadowed with pain.

"American?" he asked. The shoes always give you away.

"Yes."

"Then I won't give you a shine."

"Why not?"

"You killed Sacco and Vanzetti."

"I didn't kill them," my friend said. "The capitalists killed them."

The boy did not answer. He folded his rag, picked up his box and walked off in dignified silence. The journalist thought: eight thousand miles from Boston even children know of the great crime which has been committed there.

On August 22, 1929 I was in Mexico City. My hotel was near Avenida Juarez, one of the capital's main streets. At noon I heard the gathering momentum of a crowd. I looked out of the window and saw the lines forming, workers in blue denim overalls, sandalled feet, straw sombreros. All the way to the unfinished Opera Nacional, the lines stretched; the placards, glinting in the semi-tropical sunlight, carried the names of Sacco and Vanzetti.

It was a memorial demonstration, but there was no melancholy in it. On that day workers were marching boldly through the cities of the entire earth, honoring the heroic dead, inspired by their boundless courage in the face of persecution by the rulers of America. Memory was infused with the will to carry on the struggle for that better world for which Sacco and Vanzetti had died.

As the demonstration moved down the Avenida Juarez, I thought of those last mad days in the summer of 1927. Would the dogs actually dare to shed the blood of innocent men? Yes, if they were not stopped, they would dare. Had they not, for eleven long years, kept Tom Mooney in prison when the whole world knew that the so-called evidence against him was a tissue of lies? If Mooney, why not Sacco and Vanzetti?

The New England Bourbons, an International Labor Defense leaflet said almost at the last moment, "want the blood of innocent men. This was decided from the first. It is all planned and decided. The two Italian workers have been taken into the Dedham court room, where they were falsely convicted of murder six years ago this summer, and there sentenced by Judge Webster Thayer to die in the electric chair at Charlestown for the crime of rebellion against the capitalists. Such slender legal resources as yet remain must be utilized. They go without saying. But the real hope for Sacco and Vanzetti must now be placed in the protest movement of the workers. Only the united protest movement of the workers can save Sacco and Vanzetti. It is the fight of the working class."

I remembered that campaign to save the two Italian workers. Now, watching the memorial demonstration in Mexico City, I remembered, too, the speeches, the leaflets, the editorials at home which had said: Sacco and Vanzetti are the symbols and standard bearers of the militant labor movement.

But there were others who understood the meaning of the great martyrdom. Do you remember the demonstration on the Boston Commons of the intellectuals, that dazzling day when John Dos Passos, Edna St. Vincent Millay and other poets and novelists marched demanding that innocent men be freed? Sacco and Vanzetti had become the symbols of the fight for human emancipation. They were dear to the hearts of all men and women everywhere who loathed the tyranny of a dying social order, who dreamed, in one way or another, of a world more just, more beautiful, more free.

There were those who naively thought that Sacco and Vanzetti could be saved if we only confined ourselves to legal manoeuvres. Hush, they said to the workers, do not protest too loudly. Do not insist upon the liberation of your own. Do not frighten your ruthless masters.

Protests from sixty million people poured in from every part of the world, but the masters felt so secure in their power that they dared. Two men who hated the tyranny which oppressed mankind, who wanted a free society, were put to death when their very executioners knew they were innocent.

Every exploiting class has its own technique of tyranny. Mankind has remembered with execration the brutalities of the Inquisition, of the Bastille. Mankind will remember with execration the frame-up, instrument of America's plutocrats for keeping the people in subjection, as it will remember with love and admiration heroic victims of the frame-up, Sacco and Vanzetti, Tom Mooney, Angelo Herndon.

The rulers of America do not bound the champion of freedom out of mere sanguinary caprice. There is method in their barbarous madness. They, who rob and make war for profit, who fetter upon the poverty which they create and the catastrophes they cause, they, the vultures of a piratical civilization, cannot endure the men and women who rebel against their oppression.

"I wanted a roof for every family," Vanzetti wrote from prison, "bread for every mouth, education for every heart, the light for every intellect."

What a monstrous crime in the eyes of the New England Bourbon, the Southern landlord, the Wall Street banker, the freebooters of the West Coast. When the Italian fish-peddler saw "with the eyes of my soul how the sky is suffused with the rays of the new millenium," his fate was sealed. That "millenium" meant the end of those who wanted from the first to kill him in order to frighten the people into submission.

The people are not frightened. What Sacco and Vanzetti hoped, what they foresaw has come to pass. The struggle continues for that liberty with which alone, as Vanzetti said, man can "rise, become noble and complete." This year when the freedom-loving people the world over honor the memories of Sacco and Vanzetti, one sixth of the world is socialist; the greatest republic in Western Europe is in the hands of the People's Front, the people of a land long ruled by the original Bourbons are, rifle in hand, defending their republic; and in our own country the forces of progress gather strength, move toward unity.

But because the struggle is so sharp, the reaction becomes more ruthless. What the New England Bourbons did to Sacco and Vanzetti, the Southern Bourbons wish to do to Angelo Herndon. The years cry out to us to learn their lesson: Only the united, nationwide protest of all progressive forces was able to stave off the doom of Sacco and Vanzetti for six years. Today the forces of progress in America are stronger than they were then. United, nationwide protest can go further. It can not only postpone but prevent. It can and must free Angelo Herndon.
What Happened to Free Speech During the Strike of 1919

1892
Homestead, 1892

The steel workers at Homestead, Pennsylvania, a citadel of the Carnegie Steel Corporation, went out on strike on June 23, 1892 under the leadership of the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers. There was absolutely no violence or disturbances of any kind. The strikers were even willing to undertake the policing of the grounds and plant. Carnegie sent for H. C. Frick, already then making a name for himself as No. 1 strike-breaker, to take the situation in hand. His first move was to erect an insulated wire fence two miles long and 15 feet high with loopholes for sharpshooters. On July 5, it became known to the strikers that Frick hadimported 300 armed Pinkertons to “shoot up the strike.” The strikers prepared for their arrival. They came by boat from the river, below the plant. As soon as the murder boat approached the embankment from which the plant rose, the Pinkertons opened fire on the assembled strikers and their wives and children. The strikers fled back. From 4 a.m. to 5 p.m., on July 6 the police held them off.

Ten were killed—seven of them strikers. Sixty were seriously injured. But the Pinkertons were not on company ground but in a hearing before the steel labor relations board, of the Carnegie-Laudahl Steel Corporations, which was also a case before our board, at a hearing last year (1915), the general superintend-ent of the plant was asked, "You have an excellent espionage system? He said, 'Yes, we can catch men to be effective.'"

(From the testimony of A. D. Patterson, president of Associated Employers—company union—of South Works, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp.)

"We notice there are quite a few National Guard companies in the country. We are in the opinion that there are weapons, gas and guns, like that down around the anthra-... Of course, around the time of the in-... steel strikes we always loan them back-... in beds, and now they have all this equip-... down in the main office." (From the testimony of J. P. Harris, se-..."

report the Commission of Inv-... sent in by the Inter-... Church World Movement, headed by Dr. John Haynes."

"During the strike violations of personal rights and personal liberty were wholesale; men and women were shot down without charges, their homes invaded without warrants, and their families visited. Railroads were rendered frankly on the basis of whether or not a striker would go back to work."

The Murder of Mrs. Fannie Sellins

Wm. Z. Foster, 1919 Strike Leader, Describes the Terror

To carry on the terror so well begun by the suppression of free speech and free assembly, the Steel Trust has, with a few exceptions, the white-gloved hands of the Pennsylvania the great masses of armed thugs it had been recruiting since long before the strike. These conspired of every imaginable type of armed gangster in order to make life unbearable for as many as they could.

There were State Constabulary, deputy sheriffs, city police, detectives, company police, company detectives, private detectives, coal and iron police, ordinary gamblers, armed strike breakers, vigilantes and Losers, and many others.

These legions of reaction, all tarred with the same brush—an abominable, mercury-like allegiance to the ruthlessness of any strike, were discussed as this strike of steel workers was being handled.

In this shameful competition, the State constabulary stood first; for downright villany and dis-...gave its name, its外法 l as well as some of the more palpable varieties of law and order evidently considered all the other pug uglies employed by the Steel Trust... They are skilled scientific terrorists such as Carlucci Russo never had. On a thousand occasions they shot at railroad and steel workers, under their horses hooves in the manner and under circumstances best calculated to strike terror to their hearts.

10 Reasons Why You and Every Other Man Loyal to America Should Go Back to Work

(Rules 1 and 2 of a series of 30 full page ads which appeared in hundreds of newspapers. Only 2 of the reasons are reprinted here. The others are all equally inflammatory.)

1. There is no good American reason for the strike.
2. There is a strong possibility that the strike has had a hand in the stimulating the strike help-... to retard industrial progress in America.

Newspaper Opinion

Doora, Pa.—101 strikers were arrested and charged with criminal and other crimes. The grand jury freed them.

The Denver Herald wrote:

"One of the reasons we have violation... are the same party in session... When the strike was... At no point, the President declared the dynamiting of... The biggest mistake that the... not aim it; after he had it, he... his home to a waiting auto... in his hand with his club, cutting a gash... in the small left of his head. That doctor..."

Affidavits Testifying to the Brutality of the State Constabulary

Jaco Zarnota, Butler, Pa.

"On August 25, after receiving my pay, I was standing looking in a store window when I saw a State Trooper No. 52 order me to STOP. I obeyed him. Trooper No. 52 ordered me to move on. But as the HORSE was STANDING ON MY FOOT I COUL...".

Mr. Sellins was dragged by the hoofs to the back of the car and before you placed in the trunk, a deputy took a cudgel and cracked his skull before the shouting of men, women and children, who stood powerless to save the life of a man.

"Deputy — picked the woman's hat up in the street, placed it upon... a step, and said, 'I'm 3x Miss Sellins now.'"

Charges on which Steel Strikers were in 1919

"Against men from going to work..."

"Casting..."

"Refusing to obey orders..."

"Going out of the house before daylight..."

"Stationed at the post..."

"Refusing to strike cards on the street..."

"Smiling at the striker..."

1936

Three troubles (12-.38 caliber military and concealed) are to be eliminated entirely at the Weirton Steel Co. However, on several shipments to them, we intended to bill these weapons themselves. Therefore, we are requesting that you permit us to bill these weapons themselves. Absolutely necessary: protection of the customer who at the same time wishes to remain in the labor struggle in the steel industry and the automobile industry is one and the same. The large corporations demand almost instant service on fire arms orders. It is true for example, at Pittsburgh—Youngstown steel district purchase of this equipment was very expensive. Republic Steel bought 5,000 - 38 caliber weapons. Carnegie Steel bought 500 "Tommy" sub-machine guns.

Jones and Laughlin Steel placed the following order with:


12-.38 Caliber Military... 12000 each at...

6-1/2" calibers... 2000 each at...

40-1/4" calibers... 3000 each at...

24-1/2" calibers... 3000 each at...

1905 calibers... 1000 each at...

250-11/2" calibers at...

Total... $10,200

1910 tax on items 1-3 and 4...

Net... $12,000

The U. S. Senate Learns the Facts

Testimony given before the Subcommittee on United States Senate on Violations of Free Search and Assembly and Interstate and Interstate Acts with Rights of Labor, Senator Lathrop's Committee.

(From the testimony of HERSHEL BLENK-...National Labor Relations Board.)

... minimum estimates have been made that there are at least 40,000 paid spies and strike breakers and 100,000 in the armed forces... There were 600 reports of opera-... to states police, industry, and public officials... In a hearing before the steel labor relations board, of the Carnegie-Laudahl Steel Corporations, which was also a case before our board, at a hearing last year (1915), the general superintend-ent of the plant was asked, "You have an excellent espionage system? He said, 'Yes, we can catch men to be effective.'"

(From the testimony of A. D. Patterson, president of Associated Employers—company union—of South Works, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp.)

"We notice there are quite a few National Guard companies in the country. We are in the opinion that there are weapons, gas and guns, like that down around the anthra-... Of course, around the time of the in-... steel strikes we always loan them back-... in beds, and now they have all this equip-... down in the main office." (From the testimony of J. P. Harris, se-..."

report the Commission of Inv-... sent in by the Inter-... Church World Movement, headed by Dr. John Haynes."

"During the strike violations of personal rights and personal liberty were wholesale; men and women were shot down without charges, their homes invaded without warrants, and their families visited. Railroads were rendered frankly on the basis of whether or not a striker would go back to work."

It happened in 1892. It happened in 1919. It will happen again in 1936 if the Steel Trust has its way. Defend the right of the steel workers to organize!”
HIS MASTER'S VOICE

Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness-Camden style, as experienced by the RCA strikers.

By SASHA SMALL

On the topmost towers of the RCA plant on Camden, New Jersey's waterfront, there is a very apt and ironic symbol,—left over from the days when that plant was the Victor Phonograph headquarters. It's the famous trade-mark of that company showing the little white dog with his ear up against the gramophone horn, bearing the inscription, "His Master's Voice."

Looking down from his perch up in the sky the little dog saw all that was happening around the RCA plant these days. The huge works whose twelve massive units stretch for several blocks, were roped off. It was in front of these ropes that thousands of pickets, day after day for the last four weeks were seen demonstrating their determination to organize into a union of their own choice despite threats, terror, jailing, beating, and blows from hired thugs.

The chairman of the Camden Strike Committee wired the International Labor Defense in the second week of the strike asking for aid and support. The next day a meeting of that committee was called to talk things over with a representative of the national office to see just what could be done. The Philadelphia office of the I.L.D. had been actively cooperating with the strikers, helping them organize their defense, and in and out of court from the beginning of the strike. Sol Waldbaum of the legal staff of the Philadelphia I.L.D. had already become the attorney for Local 105 of the United Electrical and Radio Workers of America which is conducting the strike.

But every day during those first weeks the screws of terror were gradually tightened. The charges grew more serious. The fines imposed heavier; the jail sentences stretching from 10 days to 30 and 60 and even 90—for no other crime than the exercise of the constitutional right to strike and picket.

The strike committee described the situation. Joseph Mitton, chairman, cool and forceful—for seven years he has been a tool and dye maker for RCA and he proudly announced that his important department had been one of the first to come out solid—stated the case. The company was not content with the entire Camden police force against the strikers. They weren’t satisfied with herding them in from the picket line into jail, before Police Magistrate Lewis Liberman who summarily dealt out outrageous fines and sentences. The company had in addition secured the services of two professional strike breaking agencies; one local outfit from Camden itself—composed of riff raff known to most of the strikers, and one imported. One week before the strike, flashy mugs,—well dressed beefy guys,—made their appearance at the factory gates watching all who entered closely. When the strike began their identity was disclosed. They were the "operatives" of the Sherman Agency from New York—runner-up to Bergoff in strike breaking terror. The Strike committee has its pictures despite repeated smashing of cameras by the police.

Scores have been severely injured during the last four weeks. The union has complete records of these assaults and who committed them. Hundreds have been jailed, tried and convicted.

On the initiative of the National Executive Committee of the I.L.D. together with the American Civil Liberties Union and the National Committee for the Defense of Political Prisoners, an impartial investigating committee was set up and sent to Camden. The report of that committee has just been made public. It proves conclusively that not only were the strikers' terrorized but also that they were being deprived of their most elementary constitutional rights.

The strike committee also accepted the suggestion of the I.L.D. to send some of the wounded strikers to New York to picket the RCA offices in Radio City.

I shall never forget the arrival of the first carload of these pickets. I went with them from the national headquarters of the union to that magnificent monument to exploitation and greed—Rockefeller Center, Radio City. It was one of the hottest days of the heat wave. The five pickets—three girls and two men—couldn’t wait to get to them. They didn’t even want to wait until the rest of the caravan arrived from Camden. One of the girls—Cecilia, has her left arm in a sling. It is broken in three places and all the ligaments are torn. She was struck with an iron bar wrapped up in green newspaper. She knows who did it. She had him arrested—but the company’s agent bailed him out immediately and in the full sight of a jail jammed with arrested pickets this thugs was led out the back door!

RCA’s offices are on the 65th floor of the skyscraper. The pickets tried to figure out which one it was. Cecilia stood there raising her eyes along the sides of that mountain of stone, steel and glass. Slowly her eyes went to the very top and slowly they came down along its sleek sides and slowly she turned to us and said, "And to think I helped make that building!"

Cecilia was elected N. Y. picket captain and for the whole of the week following, she organized her line before the office building entrance. But while the pickettage was going on in New York and while the National Labor Relations Board was ordering a hearing in Camden, while General Hugh Johnson was recruited to finish the job of breaking the strike for "His Master's Voice," hell began popping in Camden. State Supreme Court Justice Frank Lloyd from his summer home in Seaside Park phoned Mayor Neida of Camden and advised him to call out the troops, hold all arrested pickets without bail, fingerprint all those who came across the (Continued on Page 19)
GERMANY—In the autumn of 1932 a German court sentenced 5 Nazis to death for the murder of a Communist in Upper Silesia. Hitler, not yet come to power, wired the assassins: “My comrades, your release is a matter of National Socialist Honor.” One of his first acts after becoming Der Fuehrer was to free these murderers. Recently one of them murdered a postman. Only the protection of Storm Troopers saved him from the wrath of the people. Another of this gang murdered a merry-go-round owner in 1935. He got one month’s imprisonment.

ROUMANIA—Anna Pauker’s trial, now in progress in Bucharest is a clear example of fascist “justice.” The judge ruled that no questions concerning fascism, war, the Soviet Union, peace, the influence of Hitler in Rumania, organization of the workers—may be mentioned. When Anna Pauker asked a prosecution witness whether the Siguranta (secret police) beat anti-fascists in jail, the judge answered the question with the statement that this method of beating would be applied until the “the weeds have been completely stamped out.” Numerous defense witnesses have been arrested while leaving the court room.

PORT- AU-PRINCE, Haiti—Joseph Jolibois, patriot, leader of the movement which drove the United States Marines out of Haiti, more than ten times imprisoned for his heroic leadership of the anti-imperialist forces of the Haitian people, died in jail on May 13th last under such suspicious circumstances as to warrant the belief that he was poisoned. When last seen two days before his death in the second year of his imprisonment, he was in perfect health.

BUDAPEST, Hungary—Twenty-six men and women, including many outstanding attorneys, physicians, teachers and a few workers are in prison here, charged with collecting money for political prisoners! Against them there is the additional charge of military espionage which carries an automatic death sentence. No evidence of any kind exists against them.

TRIESTE, Italy—The Slovenes, an oppressed people under Mussolini’s iron heel, were prohibited from practising their time-honored custom of lighting Christmas trees and carrying gifts to each other last Christmas. Fathers were away at the war. Others exiled and imprisoned. The kids looked forward to the day. Twenty-eight young men, determined to disobey this cruel tyranny, went from door to door in the late hours of Christmas eve and left a package of toys on each doorstep. Carabineri swooped down on each household, wantonly smashed the toys before the children’s very eyes, arrested all the young people in the house. Eighteen have been sentenced to 64 years in prison.

SONNEBURG, Germany—Prisoner No. 238 at the Sonneburg concentration camp is known to the world as Carl von Ossietzky. He is the special victim of the Berlin Murder Storm Troop No. 33 (self-named) in charge of the discipline at the Sonneburg hell. He is repeatedly beaten, tortured, ill-treated, given the vilest tasks to perform. His courage is an inspiration to the rest of the prisoners. During the summer of 1933 a delegation of foreign journalists came to the camp. Everything was cleaned up. Made to look spick and span. The guards spoke in soft voices. Special food was served to the prisoners. All the journalists, including the American, Knickerbocker asked to see Ossietzky. He was called in a gentle voice accompanied by furious looks of warning. After all the stereotyped questions, Knickerbocker asked him if he had any special wish. “Yes,” he answered, “if you can I shall be very glad if you would please send me a book on the infliction of punishment in Germany in the middle ages.” Ossietzky is still at Sonneburg. Recent news reports indicate that he is very seriously ill.

It Happened In Brazil
IT HAPPENED IN BRAZIL, by Harrison George, 24-page pamphlet published by the Joint Committee for the Defense of the Brazilian People, 155 Fifth Ave., New York City. 3c.

What is going on in that semi-colony of Wall Street, Brazil, and who is responsible for the reign of terror there which has murdered an American citizen without protest from our State Department, together with thousands of Brazilians, who has put 17,000 political prisoners in jail, which has framed monstrous charges against such leaders as Luis Carlos Prestes, illegalized all trade-unions in the country—among other acts of horror?

For the first time the full story of what is going on there, why and how American investors and the United States State Department are involved and responsible, is told in a simple, documented, pamphlet for mass distribution: that the people of the United States may know.

This pamphlet should be distributed widely. Our responsibility is great, to defend the heroic workers of Brazil and their leaders. That is very clear upon reading of this pamphlet, written by the father of Victor Barron, American victim of the Brazilian Secret Police. It is published by the Joint Committee for Defense of the Brazilian People, of which the I.L.D. is a member organization.

What a WORLD

JAPAN—A new law has recently been passed by the Japanese parliament. It is called: LAW FOR THE CONTROL AND OBSERVATION OF CRIME IN THOUGHT. It will place under control and observation all former political prisoners and others punished for “dangerous thoughts.” It will prevent former politicians from corresponding freely with friends or seeing them alone. They will always be accompanied by specially appointed officials.

Edgar Andre, anti-fascist, who has been sentenced to death by Nazi courts. His life can still be saved by international protest.
This document was sent to the Department of Justice, Senators, Congressmen, the five presidential candidates, leading newspapers. It PROVES that the BLACK LEGION can be smashed.

THEY ANSWER
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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IT'S JUST around the CORNER

A K.K.K. frame-up in Indiana—conducted in a new and original style.

By JAN WITTENBER — Secretary, Illinois State I.L.D.

A jury in Angola, Indiana deliberated twenty minutes and in one simple word "Guilty" took one to five years of a man's life under the Indiana Criminal Syndicalist Law. This man is Paul Butash. He was employed by the Literary Digest, selling subscriptions.

Thirty six states have similar criminal syndicalist laws. In California where Hearst owns half the sea coast, seven men and women are serving long sentences because they seriously applied the traditions of our American forefathers to life today—defending the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The jury called that "criminal syndicalism."

There are many who may say, "It seems incredible." A brief review of the facts will convince them.

In Oregon, Dirk De Jonge is serving a long prison term under the same anti-labor law. His crime consisted of supporting the marine workers in the West Coast water front strike of 1914.

Going about his business, Paul Butash got into a conversation with a certain Mr. Richardson, a top Legion and business man in Angola who complained that business was not so good, Butash agreed. This led to an exchange of ideas. Richardson finally repeated words familiar to all in the Hoover era "It's just around the corner," Butash referred to the system. This aroused Mr. Richardson. He cautiously made more inquiries, suppressing his instinctive K.K.K. prejudice. Butash said a Farmer-Labor Party was needed, etc.

"What assurance would you have that they would carry out the right program?" Richardson queried. Butash replied to the effect that the people would find methods—economic and political force, if necessary, to carry out their wishes.

Richardson cunningly invited Butash to a so-called "Student Forum" at the Angola Engineering College. Anxious to participate in progressive discussion, Butash accepted, little realizing that it was a deliberate move to frame him before a picked group of American Legion and K.K.K. members and a few students invited for window trimming. He was again asked the same questions and gave similar replies. When he mentioned the word "force," he was set upon by a gang and beaten until the students interfered.

The following day, he was arrested and placed on a $10,000 bond. At his trial it was revealed that the gymnasium had been rented by the trial judge from the college. The President denied that he had been asked permission for its use.

Mr. Richardson admitted that the meeting had been planned to trap Butash before "witnesses." Students who had volunteered to testify for the defense were threatened with the same treatment Butash had received. The college president was intimidated with the threat of losing his job.

To his credit, he asked his position and testified. In a middle class town composed largely of retired business-men and landowners, his testimony, without the support of mass anger and protest, meant little.

Butash was sentenced. It is not stretching the point to assume that this frame-up started outside of Angola, Indiana. It could have emanated from behind the doors of the state political machine that has always so anxiously served the powerful steel trusts. There was no more ideal a center than Angola to set a precedent that hangs as a dark threat over the heads of all union men and organizers—just on the eve of the steel organization drive.

The Criminal Syndicalist law, as a frame-up device, has been defeated in Illinois. This can be duplicated in Indiana. Union men and progressive people beware. Build your defense organization and committees. Force the freedom of Paul Butash and struggle to repeal the law that convicted him.

The Illinois State International Labor Defense is appealing the decision to the State Supreme Court. It urges the support and unity of all labor and progressive bodies.

Send protests to Governor Paul V. McNutt, State House, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Send contributions to the Butash Appeal Fund, 30 N. Dearborn, Suite 400, Chicago, Illinois.

A Letter to Our Readers

Editor: Labor Defender, New York City, N. Y.

Dear Madam:

We are soliciting the endorsement and support of the Labor Defender for the candidacies of Leo Gallagher for Judge of the Superior Court of Los Angeles County and of Grover Johnson for the office of District Attorney of Los Angeles.

Leo Gallagher has won and merited an international reputation as a defender of workers' rights and for his work in the Reichstag fire trial. Grover Johnson, too, has a record of many years of devoted service to the cause of defending militant workers and exploited minorities.

As you know, Southern California is one of America's blackest spots of reaction. A victory for these men here would have national significance. It would deliver a telling blow against the forces working for war-and fascism and against the enemies of progress, justice and civil liberties throughout the entire country.

We feel that the Labor Defender is in a position to do much to further this campaign, not only by taking its own stand, but by rallying to these outstanding fighters for labor, the support of its contributors and readers. Both are outstanding I.L.D. attorneys.

REBECCA CHILK
"It's the LAW"

Another page from the diary of an I.L.D. organizer—
tense, dramatic, inspiring.

By BLAINE OWEN

Mary saw them first. She ran into the front room, her little, black face glistening
with sweat. "It's the law, comrades," she said.
She swept the notebook and a little pile of
notepaper from the table, and ran on into the
back of the house.

Nobody moved. Only Old Joe hobbled over
and took the Bible down from the rough,
wooden shelf which hung over the fireplace,
and sat down next Margy Winters, opening
it in his lap. Margy was watching him ad-
just his spectacles when they burst into the
room.

Messer came first, swinging from side to
side, his wild eyes sweeping the corners and
the doors, his hairy hand on the butt of his
revolver. Two more came on behind, the tal-
er one red-eyed and looking as if he had been
just awakened from a nap.

"Some more o' that Red literature," Messer
cried, spying the book, "hand that here, you
black bastard!"

These were the first words spoken. Margy's
brown skin paled ever so slightly, and she
crossed her ankles, tightening her hands in her
lap. Messer stood there before them, his fat
legs astraddle, his blown-out, broad stomach
heaving with the exertion and the excitement,
his paunchy, square-jowled face flushed.

Old Joe took his spectacles off and looked
up at him from under his great, greying brows.
Peaceful and unruffled, he was, and
his lips curved seriously, but they did not
move, and he said nothing.

"You hear what I done tol' you," Messer
demanded, suddenly striking out with the
back of his hand, cutting Joe across the mouth
with his ring.

Margy jumped at him then, pushed the
startled white man half way across the room,
stood still there before Old Joe, facing the
three detectives, her brown eyes wide, her
mouth quivering.

The notebook and papers were now curled
ashes in the stove. Fannie, Mary's mother,
was stirring a pot of thin soup over the fire.

Messer's heavy lips hung open for a
moment as he caught himself on a chair. In
his eyes came a mounting fear, crowding out
the first astonishment at a Negro girl having
the unheard of audacity to push him—a white
man, by God, and an officer of the law!
As he went for his gun, the shorter of the
two detectives with him grabbed, caught his
arm. "Look here, Messer," he said in a
whisper, trying not to be heard by the others.
"Better see what this is, fore you do any
shootin'. That there's a Bible the old nigger's
got in his lap."

"We was just fixin' to have a meeting of
our Church club," Fannie told the taller of
the detectives, who lounged against the back
doorway, staring vacantly off past the decrepit
outhouse.

"Go call the patrol," Messer ordered his
short companion.

"Now, I ain't gonna mess with this bunch
o' niggers," he was told. "We ain't got a
dammed thing on 'em, and we'll just be having
ourselves plastered all over the town in them
dammed Red papers."

"Ef we hadda got a meeting we could take
'em," the tired, tall one said. "But we ain't
got no call to drag 'em in. What if they really
are from some doggone Church?"

Messer went himself, to call the patrol.
The other two grumbled. Little Mary slipped
out the back door and sauntered down the
alley, headed in the general direction of the
section organizer's house.
Six of them were herded out in the street
when the patrol pulled up. There was another
argument. The patrol driver refused to take
responsibility for taking them in without
charges being preferred.

"I don't like his damned guts, anyway,"
the patrol driver confided to the short detec-
tive.

"Besides," was the answer, "with the way
this Labor Defense outfit fights these things,
the Judge'd have to turn them aloose, and
he'd be sore at us."

"Bunch of whites joining up with them, I
hear," the driver remarked. "That's what
burns me up."

A crowd had gathered while Messer tried
to figure out charges for the six, who stood a
little way off. They wore overalls. This was
a workers' neighborhood. Negroes on this
block, but whites living only a few blocks
away. The driver began to fidget and looked
about him uneasily.

There was a low murmur. Some were ex-
plaining to their neighbors how the law had
broke in and was taking these folks off to jai-

"These folks ain't touched a drop."
"Scottsboro meeting?"
"That's what Messer says. Seems like it was
a Church meeting, though."
"Messers? Which one's Messer? I heard tell
a lot of stories about his dirty work."

Nobody made any move to leave. The patrol
driver walked the few steps to him. "Got no
time to be waiting. You turn these niggers
loose," he said. "And don't be calling for me
less'n you got some real arrest's. He climbed
into the seat, stepped on the starter, ground
the gears and the high, black, boxed truck
swung around the corner.

Still no one moved. No one but the detec-
tives. They, too climbed into their car and
left, Messer grumbling, his two companions
silent.

"That's the way they do us," Fannie re-
lected aloud. Several neighbors crowded
about. One of the white workers came over
and, looking at the blood still on Old Joe's
lip, asked, "That law bastard hit you?"

"Whiskey?"
A thin, gangly Negro who had come out of
the house next door, approached Fannie. He
worked in the Pipe Shop. "You got any of
those books you been showing my wife," he
wanted to know. "I guess them cops sort of
got me excited."

"That Messer law came pulled in our
union organizer for trying to get up a strike,
way last year."

Fannie went in to the house, then came
out again, copies of the Southern Worker, the
Labor Defender under her arm. She sold
them there. Four of the Negroes followed her
back into the house to join the Branch. Two
of the white workers took away copies of the
papers.

"I don't know what that stuff is," said the
one who had talked to Old Joe. "But I'm sure
as hell going to find out. If they low down
laws hate it so much, they must be something
to it for a pore man like you and me."
He folded the Labor Defender carefully, tucked
it into his pocket.
A Report from San Quentin

On May 19 the Appellate Court at Sacramento, in a decision bristling with evasion and distortion, denied our Modesto appeal.

The opinion is a rare one even for the State of California. In it, illegal search and seizure are upheld. The stamp of approval is placed upon proven perjury. Red baiting in trials is sanctioned and given the felicitations of the court. Strike gun-men without licenses or other authority than the force of their weapons, are by this decision given permission to stop and search any private citizen on California highways.

The reaction from the opinion, which has been severely criticized even by persons disinterested in the labor movement has worked considerably in our favor. Leo Gallagher, defense attorney for the Sacramento crime syndicalism victims, has asked a writ of pre-judice against the justices of the Third Appellate Division, citing the flagrantly prejudicial language and logic of the Modesto ruling.

The Maritime Federation Convention, which was in session in San Pedro at the time the opinion was rendered, voted to add attorney Aaron Sapio to our defense counsel. They also passed resolutions calling for the intensification and expansion of the boycott against the products of the Standard Oil Company, and for the reorganization and broadening of the Modesto Defense Committee.

Here is the latest report on the developments in the case—an excerpt from a letter received a few minutes ago from a member of the defense committee. They are as follows:

"We can also inform you that the brief has been presented to the California Supreme Court for a hearing in your case as soon as possible. We will know the results within two days from date. A referendum ballot is now in the field (coastwise vote of the membership of the Maritime Federation) which calls for a one hour complete stoppage of work whenever they are notified by the Modesto Defense Committee. This action was taken at the Maritime Federation Convention."

"A monster Modesto Defense Dance and Entertainment has been arranged by the District Council down in San Pedro. I am very glad of the interest which many unions have shown in your case. Things at last are showing enormous progress. Closing with greetings of solidarity, I remain yours fraternal.

(Signed) A. HANSEN."

Politically the case is at a better stage now than ever before. Militants are using the lost decision to point out the futility of legal procedure without mass pressure. And evidently they are making a good job of it. All are in excellent spirits.

Fraternally yours,

Vic JOHNSON
No. 58032, San Quentin. (One of the eight Modesto Boys, serving a five year sentence on trumped up "dynamiting charges.

Can Any Reader Answer This Request?

This leaves me about as well as could be expected both mentally and physically. I received the money that you sent and I am more than grateful for what is being done for me through your untiring efforts.

Why, that which I asked the additional $10 for was to save the radio which I am trying to finish off paying for as it is a great consolations to me to know that through it I can keep pace with daily incidents of the outside world, but I would not that another be deprived of a sustenance of life to supply me with a luxury that was not absolute necessity. I still remain as grateful as ever to you all and wishing you the greatest success.

JEFS HOLLLINS
McAlester, Oklahoma (serving a life sentence on a framed-up "rapec charge."

We'll Try, Clyde Allen!

Your letter this morning found me well and feeling fine. You see where I come from it's warm all year round and so this weather is right down my alley. I am glad to hear that Otto Richter is free to go where he wishes instead of being deported to Germany. Well, Miss Baron, the L.D.'s is doing some mighty fine work this year. I only hope that we can do as good a job on my case when it comes up because 17 years is too much time for any one man.

CLYDE ALLEN
(Awaiting new trial wait for him by the L.D.'D. He is charged with being Brooklyn's mythical "hammer man.")

We Hope You Enjoy This Letter As Much As We Did

My daddy is back home and we are very much glad. My brother is out in the country. I saw a little bear in the parade. And there was some goats. The man milked the goats and gave the milk to the bear in the corn buggy. Will you write to me some day? Come out and visit us some time. We will take you out in the country. Don't stay in New York all the time. Maybe we will go to the beach. Is it hot in New York? I would like to come to New York some time. Did you ever go to the country? Did you ever go to all the states in the world? My daddy told me to write a letter to you and so I did. Did you ever go to Blue Lake Park? Is it nice there. Did you ever go swimming any place? It is run to swim. I am going to be a stenographer for the I.L.D. when I grow up. Maybe you won't need a stenographer when I grow up. I am seven years old and passed in the third grade. Thank you for being so kind to my daddy and mother and to me too.

Losis BAER
(Age 7, daughter of Walter Baer, facing deportation to Nazi Germany, now out on bail and home with his family in Portland, Oregon.)

From the Black Belt

I received your letter and money order and was indeed glad and surprised to get the one dollar extra. But I really did need it. For it is near laying by crop time now and when we stop working they stop letting us have anything to eat. The Negro schools down here have been closed ever since March and it was late when school started until the children did not learn very much. We had this hard winter, had lots of rain and the branches (streams) would get so high we could not cross them for there is no bridge over them and the Negro children have to walk to school. When the streams are high they can't.

We went to see Ned yesterday. He is well and glad to hear you all are trying to get a parole for him and Clinton Moss and Sam Moss. Ned said he hoped that I could get to go to Birmingham and trust that the L.D.'D. have a good success for all the poor prisoners. He said that he trusts that the Scottsboro boys will come free soon. I hate to be such a burden on the I.L.D. workers.

VIOA COBB
(Wife of Ned Cobb, sharecropper, serving a ten year sentence on an Alabama chain-gang.)

Another Little One Writes—

Just a few lines to let you hear from me. Would you like to hear from me about my schooling? I have made it to the fourth grade and I made 100 every day. I would like to make it to the seventh grade so I can go to high school. Mother said she would send us if we have the money. I hope this letter will find you O.K. Excuse the bad writing this time. I am the baby girl of our family.

NELLE MAE JAMES
(Youngest daughter of Mrs. Nancy James, widow of the heroic sharecropper-Cliff James—murdered in the Battle of Reeltown, in 1932.)

BRIEF REVIEW

THE FOREIGN-BORN IN THE UNITED STATES, by Dwight G. Morgan, 84-page pamphlet of the Committee for Protection of the Foreign-Born, 100 Fifth Ave., New York City. 10c.

For years such a pamphlet has been needed, and if there had been such a pamphlet on the market previously a new and revised edition would be necessary at this time when Hearst and other reactionary forces are exerting such obvious pressure on the U. S. Department of Labor to "crack-down" on the foreign born.

The U. S. Department of Labor doesn't show itself the least bit backward about succumbing to this pressure. So we have the spectacle of the Department condemning personal after person to death without trial—death by deportation to fascist countries from which these people are political refugees.

The LABOR DEFENDER has contained, and will contain, more articles and information about the protection of the foreign-born than any other single publication in the United States. And we heartily commend this new pamphlet, the product of years of study, research and practical work in this field by one of the best men in it. It's a "must" for the library of every Labor Defender—a powerful instrument to help in the fight; a mine of invaluable information; written simply, colorfully, accurately, and informatively.
The 1936 Summer Milk Drive has one more month to go. It closes officially on September 1, 1936. So far $2,500 has been raised towards the $3,000 goal. Let's go over the top in 1936. The children of labor's prisoners depend on us to keep them strong and healthy till their dads come home. If you haven't sent your contribution yet—do it today!

Prisoners Relief Dept., International Labor Defense, Room 610, 808 E. 115th St., N.Y.C.

GIVE to the SUMMER MILK FUND

See America First
(Continued from Page 4)
Labor movement and should be repeated in every city in the nation. There are pool tables and tables for cards and other games upstairs; a library; many lectures, concerts and dances; courses in navigation and engineering; everything, in short, to encourage, enlighten and alleviate drudgery. The women folk of the members use the Center once a week, and it is not impossible that a women's section will be developed in future years.

With Elaine Black, secretary of the San Francisco Branch of the LL.D., my wife and I went over to San Quentin to visit the Sacramento C. S. prisoners. Only one prisoner may be visited at a time, and a new rule has just been brought to light that if one chooses to visit any certain prisoner for the first time, one can only see that prisoner and no other—and him only once a month. This, of course, is but one more example of special treatment for political prisoners, and must be fought against with every force at our disposal. It is suggested that the homes of the individual members of the Prison Board be picketed and that the light of public censure be thrown on them at every possible occasion, for they are primarily responsible for each little act of special cruelty meted out to political prisoners.

Last but not least in the adventures of the last two months came an interview with Tom Mooney and Warren K. Billings in the City Jail at San Francisco. For twenty years these brave men have been persecuted unjustly for a crime which the majority of the citizens of this state and the whole world know they did not commit. If their offense had been in a cause of private gain they would have been released long since. It is merely because they were potentially great leaders of labor that they have been kept in prison all this time. A few inadequate words cannot possibly describe the deep impression of courage, dignity, understanding which these two veteran political prisoners made upon me.

H's Master's Voice
(Continued from Page 12)
bridge from Philadelphia (40% of the RCA workers live in Philadelphia) and see to it that pickets got jail sentences instead of fines!
The Mayor listened to "H's Master's Voice" and the situation today is that 85 strikers are being held, with what in reality amounts to no bail—more than half a million dollars bail. The youthful national president of the Union James P. Carey, is being held entirely without bail. Arrested pickets are being beaten in jail. The strike headquarters are raided without warrant—all under from His Master's Voice on the 65th floor of the giant skyscraper in Radio City.

James Carey has already been sentenced to 60 days on another charge. He told me about that arrest in Camden. He was just walking along side the picket line on his way back to New York. He overheard two cops talking about picking him up. As they grabbed him, one of them said, "Hold him on suspicion."
"Suspicion of what?" asked his buddy.
"Well, let's look at his shoes."
As they threw him into the patrol wagon they did look at his shoes but they also said he would be charged with "inciting to riot." He was finally charged, tried, and convicted for "disorderly conduct" and sentenced to 60 days.
The courage of these 12,000 RCA workers was inspiring. They certainly took it like heroes and fought right back. The International Labor Defense made every effort to mobilize a powerful barrage of protest to Camden authorities against their unconstitutional terrorist program. The Philadelphia LL.D. was on the scene daily working with the strikers, aiding in their defense committee. The New York LL.D. participated in the New York picketing. And our pledge to the strike committee stands good—every possible form of support to their splendid courage and their unflinching fight against terror, reaction and in defense of their constitutional rights and civil liberties.

(Bsince this was written the strike has been settled)

Is It True About Dixie
(Continued from Page 7)
It is not these demands, meager as they are, that bring fear to the landlords and cause them to use violence and murder against the sharecroppers; the fact that sharecroppers, Negro and "poor white" demanded ANYTHING AT ALL is a threat to the whole feudal set up in the south.
The evasion given by the ruling class of the South is that there are also bad conditions in the rest of the country. There is still the hatred of the north. the resentment of outside interference.
But the sharecropper situation is not the concern ONLY of the south. So long as slavery exists it can reach out and effect the wages of the workers all over the country.
The Southern Tenant Farmers' Union, with headquarters in Memphis, Tenn. has over 35,000 members. Of these it is estimated that about half are so impoverished that they are unable to pay any dues at all. This membership is distributed over Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Tennessee and Mississippi, and is growing.
Since the STFU has been organized the feudal conditions on the cotton plantations have been brought to the attention of the world. But more must be done. Contributions of money and clothing are needed to provide for the evicted sharecroppers and their families. These should be sent to the office of the STFU, 2527 Broad St., Memphis. Protests should be sent to J. Marion Futrell, Little Rock, Ark., and to Sheriff Howard Corling, Marion, Ark.
A REMINDER

VOICES FROM PRISON:

Our Children Need Milk

The 1936 Summer Milk Drive has one more month to go. It closes officially on September 1, 1936. So far $2,500 has been raised towards the $3,000 goal. Let's go over the top in 1936. The children of labor's prisoners depend on us to keep them strong and healthy till their dads come home. If you haven't sent your contribution yet—do it today!

Is It True About Dixie

(Continued from Page 7)

It is not these demands, meager as they are, that bring fear to the landlords and cause them to use violence and murder against the sharecroppers; the fact that sharecroppers, Negro and “poor white” demanded ANYTHING AT ALL is a threat to the whole feudal set up in the South.

The evasion given by the ruling class of the South is that there are also bad conditions in the rest of the country. There is still the hatred of the north, the resentment of outside interference.

But the sharecropper situation is not the concern ONLY of the South. So long as slavery exists it can reach out and effect the wages of the workers all over the country.

The Southern Tenant Farmers' Union, with headquarters in Memphis, Tenn., has over 35,000 members. Of these it is estimated that about half are so impoverished that they are unable to pay any dues at all. This membership is distributed over Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Tennessee and Mississippi, and is growing.

Since 1934 SFTU has been organized the feudal conditions on the cotton plantations have been brought to the attention of the world. But more must be done. Contributions of money and clothing are needed to provide for the evicted sharecroppers and their families. These should be sent to the office of the SFTU, 237 Broad St., Memphis.

Protests should be sent to J. Marion Futrell, Little Rock, Ark., and to Sheriff Howard Curling, Marion, Ark.

See America First

(Continued from Page 4)

Labor movement and should be repeated in every city in the nation. There are pool tables and tables for cards and other games upstairs; a library; many lectures, concerts and dances; courses in navigation and engineering; everything, in short, to encourage, enlighten and alleviate drudgery. The women folk of the members use the Center once a week, and it is not impossible that a women's section will be developed in future years.

With Elaine Black, secretary of the San Francisco Branch of the I.L.L.D., my wife and I went over to San Quentin to visit the Sacramento C. S. prisoners. Only one prisoner may be visited at a time, and a new rule has just been brought to light that if one chooses to visit any certain prisoner for the first time, one can only see that prisoner and no other— and him only once a month. This, of course, is but one more example of special treatment for political prisoners, and must be fought against with every force at our disposal. It is suggested that the homes of the individual members of the Prison Board be picketed and that the light of public censure be thrown on them at every possible occasion, for they are primarily responsible for each little act of special cruelty meted out to political prisoners.

Last but not least in the adventures of the last two months came an interview with Tom Mooney and Warren K. Billings in the City Jail at San Francisco. For twenty years these brave men have been persecuted unjustly for a crime which the majority of the citizens of this state and the whole world know they did not commit. If their offense had been in a cause of private gain they would have been released long since. It is merely because they were potentially great leaders of labor that they have been kept in prison all this time. A few inadequate words cannot possibly describe the deep impression of courage, dignity, understanding which these two veteran political prisoners made upon me.

His Master's Voice

(Continued from Page 12)

bridge from Philadelphia (40% of the RCA workers live in Philadelphia) and see to it that pickets got jail sentences instead of fines! The Mayor listened to "His Master's Voice" and the situation today is that 83 strikers are being held, with what in reality amounts to no bail—more than half a million dollars bail. The youthful national president of the Union James F. Carey, is being held entirely without bail. Arrested pickets are being beaten in jail. The strike headquarters are raided without warrant—all unders from His Master's Voice on the 65th floor of the giant skyscraper in Radio City.

James Carey has already been sentenced to 60 days on another charge. He told me about that arrest in Camden. He was just walking along side the picket line on his way back to New York. He overheard two cops talking about picking him up. As they grabbed him, one of them said, "Hold him on suspicion." "Suspicion of what?" asked his buddy. "Well, let's lock up this fellow, he'd be a good worker." As they threw him into the patrol wagon they did look at this shoes but they also said he would be charged with "inciting to riot." He was finally charged, tried, and convicted for "disorderly conduct" and sentenced to 60 days.

The courage of these 12,000 RCA workers was inspiring. They certainly took it like heroes and fought right back. The International Labor Defense made every effort to mobilize a powerful barrage of protest to Camden authorities against their unconstitutional terrorist program. The Philadelphia I.L.L.D. was on the scene daily working with the strikers, aiding in their defense committee. The New York I.L.L.D. participated in the New York picketing. And our pledge to the strike committee stands good—every possible form of support to theirsplendid courage and their unflinching fight against terror, reaction and in defense of their constitutional rights and civil liberties.

(Since this was written the strike has been settled)
Is it true what they say about Dixie?
Read the LABOR DEFENDER

Are you the sort of person who likes facts, figures, proof?
Read the LABOR DEFENDER

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN AMERICAN HISTORY IN THE MAKING?

S U B S C R I B E T O D A Y
Only $1 will bring you the only COMPLETE, ACCURATE, AUTHENTIC accounts and PICTURES of one of the vital necessities of life today—

LABOR DEFENSE

The LABOR DEFENDER
Subscribe today, Only $1 for one year—Room 612—80 E. 11th St. N.Y.C.
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RECOMMENDED

BOOKS
FOR SUMMER READING

Here are a few of the many special priced books now available at your local workers or people's bookshop. Take advantage of these prices and save on your vacation reading.

---

NATURE OF CAPITALIST CRISIS
By (83) now only $8.98

COMING STRUGGLE FOR POWER
By (81) now only $8.98

I LOVE ARDymousko (81) now only $8.98

GREEN CORN REBELLION, Cunningsham (82.50) now... $9.98

ADVENTURES OF A FAKIR, Ivanov (82.50) now... $9.98

SOMEBODY IN BOOTS, Algren (82.50) now... $9.98

RUSSIAN YOUTH AND THE PRESENT-DAY WORLD...
By (87.50) now only $8.98

LENIN, by Ralph Fox (85.50) now... $9.98

BLACK CONSUL, Vinogradov (87.50) now only... $9.98

BELOMER, by Gorki (83) now only... $9.98

ORIGIN OF THE SPECIES AND THE DESCENT OF MAN,
Charles Darwin, now only $8.98

SEEDS OF TOMORROW, Sholokhov (82.50) now...

COMRADE MISTER (Poems by Schneider) now...

CAPITAL, Karl Marx now only...

LABOR FACT BOOK III, Labor Research Association...

PROLETARIAN LITERATURE, now only...

STALIN: A Biography, by Henri Barbusse...

THE SOVIET WORKERS, J. Freeman, now only...

STEEL DICTATOR, O'Connor now...

WAR, PEACE AND THE SOVIET UNION, now...

LITERATURE AND DIALECTICAL MATERIALISM...

A WORLD TO WIN, by Jack Conroy (82.50) now...

LABOR FACT BOOK I or II, now only (each)...

KARL MARX, Franz Mehring ($5) ...

INTELLIGENTSIA OF GREAT BRITAIN, now only...

SECOND BROWN BOOK OF THE HITLER TERROR...

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (2 Soviet Books) both...

BILL EAYWOOD'S BOOK (82.50) now only...

Order from your nearest local bookshop or from Workers Bookshop, 50 East 13th Street.

Mail Order From
Workers Library Publishers
Box 148, Station D, New York City
Join Our Circulating Libraries
Write for Free Book Lists

Announcing the Opening of
HILLTOP LODGE
on SYLVAN LAKE
(Formerly Camp Beckman)
P. O. Hopewell Junction, N. Y.
New York Central to Pawling, N. Y.

A c t i v i t i e s :
Tennis - Golf - Hand Ball - Free Boating
Swimming - Dramatics - Music - Dancing
Forums - Cultural Activities - Excellent Service

R E A S O N A B L E  R A T E S

D i r e c t o r s :
S. Rothouser
Paul Wolfson
Jack Lewis
(Formerly owners of Camp Harmony).
City Phones: COrnell 7-1660 - STerling 3-6462

Order from your nearest local bookshop or from
Workers Bookshop, 50 East 13th Street.

Mail Order From
Workers Library Publishers
Box 148, Station D, New York City
Join Our Circulating Libraries
Write for Free Book Lists
RecommendeD

Books

For Summer Reading

Here are a few of the many special priced books now available at your local workers or people's bookshop. Take advantage of these prices and save on your vacation reading.

---

Nature of Capitalist Crisis...now only...

COMING STRUGGLE FOR POWER...now only...

I Love, Avdeyenko...now only...

GREEN CORN REBELLION, Cuming...now...

ADVENTURES OF A FAKIR, Ivanov...now...

SOMEBODY IN BOOTS, Algren...now...

RUSSIAN YOUTH AND THE PRESENT-DAY WORLD...now...

LENIN, by Ralph Fox...now...

BLACK CONSPIRACY, Vingradov...now...

BELOMOR, edited by Gorki...now...

ORIGIN OF THE SPECIES AND THE DESCENT OF MAN, Charles Darwin...now...

SEEDS OF TOMORROW, Shkolnik...now...

COMRADE MISTER (Poems by Schneider)...now...

CAPITAL, Karl Marx...now...

LABOR FACT BOOK III, Labor Research Association...now...

PROLETARIAN LITERATURE...now...

STALIN: A Biography, by Henri Barbusse...now...

THE SOVIET WORKERS, J. Free...now...

STEEL DICTATOR, O'Connor...now...

WAR, PEACE AND THE SOVIET UNION...now...

LITERATURE AND DICTIONAL MATERIAL...now...

A WORLD TO WIN, by Jack Conroy...now...

LABOR FACT BOOK I or II...now...

KARL MARX, Franz Mehring...now...

INTELLIGENTSIA OF GREAT BRITAIN...now...

SECOND BROWN BOOK OF THE HITLER TERROR...now...

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (2 Soviet Books)...now...

BILL HAYWOOD'S BOOK...now...

---

Order from your nearest local bookshop or from Workers Bookshop, 50 East 13th Street.

Mail Order From

Workers Library Publishers
Box 148, Station D
New York City

Join Our Circulating Libraries
Write for Free Book Lists